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CASA 
CASA System Support Group 
•  Global Efforts 

–  Develop, maintain, and exercise long regression tests 
–  Create and maintain python binding generation that couples all CASA 
–  Maintain revision control system and CASA data repository 

 
•  Per OS Efforts 

–  Provide packaged dependencies for developers 
–  Create and maintain build+smoke test used by developers 
–  Port CASA to new OS versions 
–  Provide regular, packaged versions of CASA for internal testing 
–  Prepare CASA Releases (build code, build documentation, run automated 

tests, package software, and test installation on targeted hosts) 
–  Maintain CASA Startup/Teardown 



CASA 
Supported Platforms 
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•  RedHat Enterprise Linux 5 and 6 
–  Official ALMA / NRAO package required for pipeline use 
–  End-User friendly binary distributions which run elsewhere 
–  Depend on RedHat and EPEL for many third party packages 

•  Build custom packages for remainder 

•  OSX 10.8 (Mountain Lion) 
–  Very popular for astronomer laptops 
–  Testing and tweaks to try to support newer OSX versions 
–  Depend on MacPort for many third party packages 

•  Overlay custom ports for remainder 



CASA 
Update Cycles 
•  RedHat Enterprise Linux 

–  Major updates every 4-5 years 
–  Back patches for fixes an improvements 
–  Legacy support for a decade 

•  OSX 
–  Major update approximately every year 
–  On the cutting edge of open source software and hardware 

•  Particularly includes compilers 
–  Minimal legacy support 

•  New hardware often does not run previous OS 
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CASA 
New Platforms, Compound Effort 
•  For each OS we support we must: 

–  Install OS / version (either on dedicated HW or a VM) 
–  Supply all third party packages each platform/OS version 
–  Regularly run and monitor automated tests 
–  Developers and testers must regularly use the platform 

•  Or at a minimum have access to hardware for testing 
–  Integrate with the platforms package manager 
–  Regularly run and monitor automated tests 
–  Release overhead is largely duplicated for each additional platform 
–  Need critical mass of users who regularly use CASA on that platform 
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CASA 
Staffing 

l  NRAO CASA 
–  One FTE for Build & Development Testing 
–  30% FTE for Management 
–  50% FTE for System Development and Maintenance 

l  NRAO Testing Group 
–  One FTE for Test System Development and Operations 

l  NAOJ 
l  50% FTE for System Development and Maintenance 

 
Open Positions 
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CASA 
Reimplement, refine, and automate 
•  Reimplement build system 

–  Allow non-system developers to do more of the build system 
management 

–  Allow external developers to more easily build CASA 
•  Consider switching to distributed revision control (GIT) for flexability 
•  Refine CASA startup and Python coupling 

–  Remove obsolete code 
–  Improve consistency 
–  Make CASA act more like a python module 

•  Upgrade and refactor C++ code to take advantage of C++11 
–  Improved productivity 
–  Native libraries can replace custom CASA classes (lists, maps, etc) 
–  Rapidly becoming the default standard (e.g. OSX) 

•  Fully automate build and test 
–  Deliver regular tested internal versions 
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CASA 
Summary 

•  Number of supported Platform/OS combinations is fundamentally 
constrained by available staffing. 

•  Support for our current commitment and progress on core goals is 
contingent upon filling open positions with well qualified staff. 

•  Additional commitments either degrades performance or requires more 
resources. 
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